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Abstract
We address the robust stabilization of nonlinear systems subject to exogenous inputs using event-triggered output feedback
laws. The plant dynamics is affected by external disturbances, while the output measurement and the control input are
corrupted by noises. The communication between the plant and the controller is ensured by a digital channel. The feedback law
is constructed in continuous-time, meaning that we ignore the communication network at this step. We then design the sampling
rule to preserve stability. Two implementation scenarios are investigated. We first consider the case where the sampling of
the plant measurements and of the control input are generated by the same rule, which leads to synchronous transmissions.
We then study the scenario where two different laws are used to sample the measurements on the one hand, and the control
input on the other hand, thus leading to asynchronous transmissions. In both cases, the transmission conditions consist in
waiting a fixed amount of time after each sampling instant and then in checking a state-dependent criterion: when the latter
is violated, a transmission occurs. In that way, Zeno phenomenon is a fortiori excluded. The proposed hybrid controllers are
shown to ensure either an input-to-state stability property or an Lp stability property, depending on the assumptions. The
results are applied to linear time-invariant systems as a particular case, for which the assumptions are formulated as linear
matrix inequalities. The proposed strategy encompasses time-driven (and so periodic) sampling as a particular case, for which
the results are new. The effectiveness of the approach is illustrated on simulations for a physical system.
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Introduction

A recent trend in technology is to connect the control
system with the plant via a digital communication channel. This configuration is referred to as networked control
systems (NCS) and has many advantages over point-topoint connections in terms of reduced cost, flexibility,
and ease of maintenance, see e.g. [9] and the references
therein. As the network has a limited bandwidth, one
of the challenges is to design control solutions which do
not excessively use the communication channel [13, 23].
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work is supported by the Dutch Science Foundation (STW)
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To that end, many researchers have proposed to adapt
transmissions to the current state of the plant so that the
network is only used when it is necessary in view of the
control objectives. In this context, event-triggered and
self-triggered strategies have been developed in the literature, see e.g. [22] and the references therein. In eventtriggered control, the next transmission instant is generated based on the last transmitted value and the current
value of the plant measurement, e.g. [11, 12, 38, 41]. In
self-triggered controllers, the sequence of transmission
instants only depends on the last transmitted value of
the plant measurement, e.g. [8, 31, 44, 45]. In this paper,
we focus on event-triggered control.
While various event-triggered control techniques have
been proposed these last years (see [22,38] and the references therein), robustness remains a largely open question. It has been shown in [1, 14] that standard techniques, such as the one in [41], may not be robust, in the
sense that Zeno phenomenon may occur, which means an
infinite number of sampling instants in finite (ordinary)
time. Although the presence of exogenous inputs is inevitable in practice, few adapted event-triggered control
solutions are available in the literature, see [14,18,27,28,
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30,37]. Among these works, only [14,28] have considered
the presence of both plant disturbances and measurement noise, to the best of our knowledge. The results
of [14, 28] focus on the case where only the plant state
or the plant output is transmitted over the network but
not the control input. Moreover, the triggering mechanisms in [14, 28] are developed for static controllers.
Note that the techniques of [14] (for the output feedback case) and [28] are dedicated to linear time-invariant
(LTI) systems. We have recently become aware of the
work of [17] where the authors studied the Lp stabilization of nonlinear systems by using output-based dynamic
event-triggered controllers. In comparison to this recent
result, we consider different types of exogenous inputs,
the proposed triggering condition is different from the
one developed in [17], we allow the asynchronous transmissions of the output measurement and of the control
input, and we ensure different stability properties.

pose, we had to develop new MATI bounds compared
to [35] to handle the effect of exogenous inputs as well
as asynchronous sampling. We provide sufficient conditions under which robustness of the closed-loop system
is guaranteed against exogenous inputs. In particular,
we ensure an input-to-state stability (ISS) or an Lp
(DLp ) stability in the sense of [7] depending on the
assumptions. The idea of enforcing a lower bound on
the inter-transmission times is related to time regularization techniques, see [25], and has been applied
in e.g. [17, 19, 32, 42, 46]. What distinguishes our work
from these references (with the exception of [17]) is
that the minimum time that we enforce between two
consecutive transmission instants is designed based on
time-triggered control results. Furthermore, our technique applies to both linear and nonlinear systems and
we consider more general implementation/perturbation
scenarios than those considered in [17, 19, 32, 42, 46].

In this paper, we consider the scenario where the plant
dynamics is nonlinear, and depends on external disturbances. Moreover, the output measurements and the
control inputs are broadcast over the network and are
possibly affected by noise. We first study the case when
the output measurements and the control input are synchronously transmitted over the network using a single
event-triggering condition. This set-up covers the situations where only the output measurement (equivalently
the control input) is sampled and the controller is colocated with the actuators (equivalently with the sensors) as a particular case. We also provide a solution
when the (noisy) plant measurements and the (noisy)
controller output are sampled according to two distinct
rules: we talk of asynchronous transmissions. This setup is relevant when the controller is dynamic and is not
co-located with the sensors and the actuators. In both
scenarios, the triggering condition only depends on locally available information, i.e. the output measurement
and/or the control input, which are corrupted by noises,
as well as the clocks designed by the user. Our objective is to design event-triggered controllers that robustly
stabilize the system, in a sense we make precise below.

Our approach applies to any stabilizable and detectable
linear time-invariant (LTI) systems, for which the results
are new. In this case, we reformulate the assumptions
as a linear matrix inequality (LMI). The results are also
new in the particular case of time-triggered control as the
minimum time T between two transmissions mentioned
above can be used as a maximum sampling period. In
this context, we are only aware of the works [10, 21] for
the asynchronous time-triggered implementations. Note
that the proposed schemes in [10, 21] are dedicated to
the disturbance-free case. Moreover, the implementation
scenarios and the set of assumptions that we consider
are different from those in [10, 21]. The effectiveness of
the approach is demonstrated on a nonlinear model of a
single-link robot arm. The numerical simulations illustrate a tradeoff between the estimated Lp gain and the
lower bound on the inter-transmission times that we enforce, as also shown in [17]. This tradeoff is characterized by some design parameters which can be tuned by
the user to adapt the hardware constraints and/or the
desired performance.
To summarize, the main contributions of the paper
are methodologies to design event-triggered controllers,
which robustly stabilize a class of nonlinear systems
either when the transmissions are synchronous or not.
This work generalizes our results in [2] to the case of
asynchronous event-triggered control and/or to the case
where the plant, the output measurement and the control input are affected by exogenous inputs. Compared
to [5, 6], the result in [6] deals with the scenario where
both the output measurement and the control input are
transmitted synchronously, while the technique in [5]
has been developed in the absence of exogenous inputs. Moreover, these references focus on input-to-state
stability and do not address Lp stabilization.

We follow the emulation approach to synthesize the
event-triggered controllers. We first assume that the
plant can be stabilized in the absence of network by an
output feedback law. Then, we take into account the
effect of network and we synthesize appropriate eventtriggering conditions such that the closed-loop stability
is preserved. The event-triggering mechanism combines
techniques from time-triggered control, inspired by [35],
and event-triggered implementation [41]. The idea is
to wait T units of time after each transmission, where
T > 0 is based on the maximally allowable transmission interval (MATI) given by periodic sampling, and
to evaluate, afterwards, an output-dependent and/or
input-dependent criterion. In that way, a strictly positive lower bound on the inter-transmission times is
enforced, which rules out Zeno solutions. For this pur-

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Preliminaries are given in Section 2. The synchronous eventtriggered implementation is studied in Section 3. The
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x(t, j) ∈ C and ẋ(t, j) = F (x(t, j), w(t, j)); (ii) for all
(t, j) ∈ dom x such that (t, j + 1) ∈ dom x, x(t, j) ∈ D
and x(t, j + 1) ∈ G(x(t, j), w(t, j)).

asynchronous scenario is investigated in Section 4. The
application to LTI systems is presented in Section 5. We
illustrate the approach on a nonlinear model of a singlelink robot arm in Section 6. Conclusions are provided in
Section 7. The proofs are given in the Appendix.
2

The following definition of L∞ norm for hybrid signals
was proposed in [15].

Preliminaries
Definition 1 (L∞ norm [15]) Given a hybrid signal r,
its L∞ norm is given by

Let R := (−∞, ∞), R≥0 := [0, ∞), Z≥0 := {0, 1, 2, . . .}
and Z>0 := {1, 2, . . .}. A continuous function γ : R≥0 →
R≥0 is of class K if it is zero at zero, strictly increasing,
and it is of class K∞ if in addition γ(s) → ∞ as s → ∞. A
continuous function γ : R2≥0 → R≥0 is of class KL if for
each t ∈ R≥0 , γ(·, t) is of class K, and, for each s ∈ R≥0 ,
γ(s, ·) is decreasing to zero. We denote the minimum and
the maximum eigenvalues of the real symmetric matrix
A as λmin (A) and λmax (A), respectively. We write AT to
denote the transpose of A, and In stands for the identity
matrix of dimension n. We write (x, y) to represent the
m
vector [xT , y T ]T for x ∈ Rn and
√ y ∈ R . For a vector
n
x ∈ R , we denote by |x| := xT x its
p Euclidean norm
and, for a matrix A ∈ Rn×m , |A| := λmax (AT A).

||r||∞ := max

x ∈ C,

x+ ∈ G(x)

x ∈ D,

ess sup
(t′ ,j ′ )∈dom r\Γ(r), t′ +j ′ ≤t+j

sup
(t′ ,j ′ )∈Γ(r), t′ +j ′ ≤t+j

|r(t′ , j ′ )|,
)

|r(t′ , j ′ )| ,

(2)
where Γ(r) := {(t, j) ∈ dom r : (t, j + 1) ∈ dom r}. If
the right-hand side in (2) exists and is finite, we write
w ∈ L∞ .
✷
We adopt the following notions of Lp norm with p ∈ Z>0
[23].
Definition 2 (Lp norm [23]) For a hybrid signal z deJ−1
[
([tj , tj+1 ], j)
fined on the hybrid time domain dom z =

We consider hybrid systems of the following form [15,20]
ẋ = F (x, w)

(

(1)

j=0

with J possibly ∞ and/or tJ = ∞, the Lp norm of z is deP
 p1
J−1 R tj+1
p
fined as, for p ∈ Z>0 , ||z||p :=
|z(t,
j)|
dt
j=0 tj
provided that the right-hand side exists and is finite. In
this case, we write z ∈ Lp .
✷

where x ∈ Rnx is the state, w ∈ Rnw is an exogenous
input, C is the flow set, F is the flow map, D is the jump
set and G is the jump map. Note that in (1), the exogenous input w only affects the flow dynamics and the
flow and the jump sets do not depend on w, which is
sufficient for the purpose of this study. We assume that
the hybrid model (1) satisfies the basic regularity conditions, see Section 6.2 in [20]. Hence, the vector field F
is assumed to be continuous and G to be outer semicontinuous and locally bounded with respect to D, and the
sets C and D are assumed to be closed, which will be the
case in our study.

Based on Definition 2, we can define Lp stability for
system (1).
Definition 3 (Lp stability [23]) Given p ∈ Z>0 , system (1) is Lp stable from the input w to the output
z := h(x, w) with gain less than or equal to η ≥ 0 if there
exists β ∈ K∞ such that any solution pair (x, w) to (1)
satisfies ||z||p ≤ β(|x(0, 0)|) + η||w||p .
✷

We recall some definitions from [15,20]. Solutions to system (1) are defined on so-called hybrid time domains. A
set E ⊂ R≥0 × Z≥0 is called a compact hybrid time doSJ−1
main if E = j=0 ([tj , tj+1 ], j) for some finite sequence
of times 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ ... ≤ tJ and it is a hybrid time
domain if for all (T, J) ∈ E, E ∩ ([0, T ] × {0, 1, ..., J})
is a compact hybrid time domain. A hybrid signal is a
function defined on a hybrid time domain. A hybrid signal w : dom w → Rnw is called a hybrid input if w(·, j)
is measurable and locally essentially bounded for each
j. A hybrid signal x : dom x → Rnx is called a hybrid
arc if x(·, j) is locally absolutely continuous for each j.
A hybrid arc x : dom x → Rnx and a hybrid input
w : dom w → Rnw is a solution pair (x, w) to system
(1) if dom x = dom w, x(0, 0) ∈ C ∪ D, and: (i) for
all j ∈ Z≥0 , and almost all t such that (t, j) ∈ dom x,
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3.1

Synchronous event-triggered implementation
Hybrid model and problem statement

Consider the nonlinear plant model
ẋp = fp (xp , u, w),

y = gp (xp , dy ),

(3)

where xp ∈ Rnp is the plant state, u ∈ Rnu is the control
input, w ∈ Rnw is a vector of unknown exogenous disturbances, y ∈ Rny is the available output of the plant,
which is affected by noise dy ∈ Rny . We assume that the
3

w

signal corresponding to dy is differentiable. We consider
the following dynamic controller
ẋc = fc (xc , y),

u = gc (xc , y, du ),

u

dy
y

Plant

(4)

du

where xc ∈ Rnc is the controller state and du ∈ Rnu
is noise corrupting the control input. The noise du may
model computational glitches or quantization errors or
more generally any disturbance, which may affect the
control input. We assume that the signal corresponding to du is differentiable. Moreover, we assume that
controller (4) is not necessarily observer-based and it
captures static feedback controllers as a particular case
when u = gc (y, du ). Note that both the control input in
(4) involves a feedthrough term. The functions fp , fc are
assumed to be continuous and the functions gp , gc are
assumed to be continuously differentiable.

ŷ

Controller

Event-triggering
mechanism

(a)
dy

w
û

Plant
du

u

We consider the scenario where plant (3) and controller
(4) communicate with each other through a digital channel. The plant output y and the control input u are sent
over the network to the controller and the plant, respectively, at discrete instants ti , i ∈ I ⊆ Z≥0 . The sequence
of transmission instants is defined by an event-triggering
mechanism. For the sake of generality, we allow the triggering condition to depend on both y and u. In that way,
we cover the common situations where only the plant
output (respectively, the control input) is sent over the
network and the controller is co-located with actuators
(respectively, the sensors), see Figure 1. In these two
cases, the triggering rule respectively depends on y only
and on (y, u), in addition to an auxiliary clock variable
that we will introduce in the sequel. When both y and
u are sent over the network, it may be difficult to implement the strategy proposed in this section in practice. It
makes more sense in this case to design distinct triggering policies for y and u: this is the purpose of Section 4.

y

Controller

Event-triggering
mechanism

(b)
Fig. 1. Implementation setup for particular cases: (a) only
y is transmitted over the network; (b) only u is transmitted
over the network.

where ŷ and û respectively denote the last transmitted
values of y and u . We assume that zero-order-hold implementations are used to generate the sampled values ŷ
and û on flows, which leads to ŷ˙ = 0 and û˙ = 0 between
two successive sampling instants in (5).

At each transmission instant, y is sent to the controller
which computes a new control input that is instantaneously transmitted to the plant. We ignore the effect of
small transmission and computation delays, which can
be handled like in [41].

Because we only have access to noisy signals, we define
the sampling-induced error using noisy variables. Hence,
we consider e := (ey , eu ) ∈ Rne , where

The overall system is described by the equations below

eu := û − u

ẋp = fp (xp , û, w)
ẋc = fc (xc , ŷ)
y = gp (xp , dy )
u = gc (xc , ŷ, du )
ŷ˙ = 0
û˙ = 0
ŷ(t+
i )
û(t+
i )

= y(ti )

ey := ŷ − y

t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ]

which are both reset to 0 at each transmission instant.
Note that e is available to the event-triggering mechanism. We also introduce an additional clock variable
τ ∈ R to describe the time elapsed since the last transmission, which has the following dynamics

t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ]

t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ]

(6)

(5)

t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ]

τ̇ = 1

= u(ti ),

t ∈ [ti , ti+1 ],

τ (t+
i ) = 0.

(7)

This variable will be useful to define the triggering con-

4

fp (xp , gc (xc , y + ey , du ) + eu , w)

f (x, e, ξ) =
g(x, e, ξ) =

fc (xc , y + ey )



!

− ∂ g (x , d )f (x , g (x , y + ey , du ) + eu , w) − ∂d∂ y gp (xp , dy )d˙y
 ∂xp p p y p p c c
∂
gc (xc , y + ey , du )fc (xc , y + ey ) − ∂d∂u gc (xc , y + ey , du )d˙u
− ∂x
c

dition. In that way, the system is modeled as
  

ẋ
f (x, e, ξ)
 ė  =  g(x, e, ξ)  q ∈ C,
τ̇
1

(9)



Item (i) of Assumption 1 means that V is positive definite and radially unbounded. Item (ii) of Assumption 1
is a dissipativity property of the system ẋ = f (x, e, ξ)
with inputs ξ and e. We will focus on the case where
αs (x, ξ) = α(|x|) − ̺(|ξ|), where α, ̺ ∈ K∞ to guarantee
an input-to-state stability for system (8). In this case,
(11) implies that the system ẋ = f (x, e, ξ) is ISS with
respect to e and w, and input-to-state stable (ISS) with
respect to dy and du in the sense of [7] (since ̺ ∈ K∞ and
W is positive definite and continuous, W (e) can therefore be upper-bounded by a class-K∞ function of |e| in
view of Lemma 4.3 in [26]). Conditions (10)-(11) also imply that the system
√ ẋ = f (x, e, ξ) is L2 gain stable from
√
(W, ̺) to (H, δ). We will also consider the case where
αs (x, ξ) = |z|p − η p |ξ|p , with p ∈ Z>0 and η ≥ 0, to address Lp stabilization. Condition (12) is an exponential
growth condition of the e system on flows, which is also
used in [2, 6, 17, 34, 35]. Assumption 1 can always be satisfied for stabilizable and detectable LTI plants (3), see
Section 5. A nonlinear example is provided in Section 6.

  
x+
x
 e+  =  0  q ∈ D,
τ+
0
(8)
where x := (xp , xc ) ∈ Rnx , q := (x, e, τ ) ∈ Rnq , and ξ :=
(w, dy , du , d˙y , d˙u ) ∈ Rnξ is the concatenation of all the
exogenous inputs to (8) with nξ := nw + 2ny + 2nu and
d˙y , d˙u are the time-derivative of the noises corresponding
to dy and du , respectively. The latter appears in the
definition of g, i.e. of the dynamics of e on flows. The
functions f and g in (8) are given in (9).



Our objective is to synthesize output-based triggering
conditions, i.e. to design the flow and the jump sets of
system (8) using conditions which only involve e, y, u
and τ , to ensure stability properties for system (8), as
well as the existence of a uniform strictly positive lower
bound on the inter-transmission times.

3.3
3.2



Event-triggering mechanism

Assumptions
In view of Assumption 1, we could follow the same idea
as in [41] and trigger transmission whenever γ 2 W 2 (e) ≥
δ(y) to (approximately) preserve the dissipativity property of the continuous-time closed-loop system. However, Zeno phenomenon may occur in this case, first,
due to the presence of exogenous inputs as explained
in [14], and second, because only an output of the plant
is used to synthesize the event-triggering condition and
not the full state information, see [18] for more detail.
To overcome these issues, we enforce the existence of
a uniform strictly positive lower bound on the intertransmission times by augmenting the event-triggering
condition γ 2 W 2 (e) ≥ δ(y) with a time-triggering rule.
We rely for this purpose on the results of [35], which
we extend to the case where exogenous inputs affect the
plant. Hence, we define the event-triggering mechanism
as follows

We make the following assumption on system (8), which
is inspired by [35].
Assumption 1 There exist locally Lipschitz functions
V : Rnx → R≥0 , W : Rne → R≥0 with W positive
definite, a continuous function H : Rnx +nξ → R≥0 , real
numbers L ≥ 0, γ > 0, α, α ∈ K∞ , a continuous function
αs : Rnx +nξ → R, and a continuous function δ : Rny →
R≥0 such that:
(i) for all x ∈ Rnx
α(|x|) ≤ V (x) ≤ α(|x|);

(10)

(ii) for almost all x ∈ Rnx and all (e, ξ) ∈ Rne +nξ

γ 2 W 2 (e) ≥ δ(y) and τ ≥ T,

h∇V (x), f (x, e, ξ)i ≤ −αs (x, ξ) − H 2 (x, ξ) − δ(y)
+γ 2 W 2 (e);

(iii) for almost all e ∈ Rne and all (x, ξ) ∈ Rnx +nξ
h∇W (e), g(x, e, ξ)i ≤ LW (e) + H(x, ξ).

(13)

where γ, W, δ come from Assumption 1 and T > 0 is
selected such that T < T (κ, γ, L), where

(11)

(12)

T (κ, γ, L) :=

✷

5

 1

 Lr arctan(r)



1
L
1
Lr

arctanh(r)

(1 + κ)γ > L
(1 + κ)γ = L
(1 + κ)γ < L

(14)

with r :=

s



(1+κ)γ
L

2

between the guaranteed minimum time between transmissions and the upper bound on the estimated ISS gain
ψ in view of (14), (16). The value of T (κ, γ, L) can be
increased by taking κ small, however the upper bound
on the ISS (nonlinear) gain ψ in (16) will increase, and
vice versa.

− 1 and L, γ come from As-

sumption 1. The constant κ > 0 is a tuning parameter which can be arbitrarily chosen by the user. Note
that T (κ, γ, L) is a decreasing function in κ and when
κ → 0 we recover the MATI bound given by [35] and
used in [2, 4]. We will see that a small value of κ yields a
large ISS gain estimate, thus suggesting a trade-off between the number of transmissions and performance.

Remark 1 The optimization of the estimated ISS gain
ψ and guaranteed minimum time T between two transmissions is relevant in practice. However, this task is far
from trivial since ψ is a highly nonlinear function and
depends on several parameters. The investigation of this
point is beyond the scope of this study and may be considered in future research.
✷

The flow and the jump sets of system (8) are defined as
n
o
C = (x, e, τ ) : γ 2 W 2 (e) ≤ δ(y) or τ ∈ [0, T ]
n
o
D = (x, e, τ ) : γ 2 W 2 (e) ≥ δ(y) and τ ≥ T .

(15)

3.5

We are ready to state the main results of this section.
3.4

Lp stability

Consider now the case where Assumption 1 holds with
αs (x, ξ) = |z|p − η p |ξ|p , where z := h(x, ξ) is the controlled output (which is a priori not measured) and with
h is a mapping from Rnx +nξ to Rnz , p ∈ Z>0 , and η ≥ 0.
The following result ensures an Lp stability property of
system (8), (15) from the input ξ to z.

input-to-state stability

The theorem below ensures ISS property for system (8)
when Assumption 1 holds with αs (x, ξ) = α(|x|)−̺(|ξ|),
where α, ̺ ∈ K∞ , and when H can be written as
H(x, ξ) = H(x) + σ(|ξ|) with σ ∈ K∞ .

Theorem 2 Consider system (8) with the flow and the
jump sets in (15) and the output z := h(x, ξ), where the
constant T is such that T ∈ (0, T (0, γ, L)). Suppose that
Assumption 1 holds with αs (x, ξ) = |z|p − η p |ξ|p , where
p ∈ Z>0 and η ≥ 0. Then system (8) is Lp stable from ξ
to z with an Lp gain less that or equal to η.
✷

Theorem 1 Consider system (8) with the flow and the
jump sets defined in (15), where the constant T is such
that T ∈ (0, T (κ, γ, L)) with κ > 0. Suppose that Assumption 1 holds with αs (x, ξ) = α(|x|) − ̺(|ξ|) and
H(x, ξ) = H(x) + σ(|ξ|) for all (x, ξ) ∈ Rnx +nξ , where
α, ̺, σ ∈ K∞ . There exists β ∈ KL such that any solution pair (φ, ξ), with φ := (φx , φe , φτ ) and ξ ∈ L∞ ,
satisfies, for all (t, j) ∈ dom φ,

The proof of Theorem 2 follows similar lines as the proof
of Theorem 3 given in the next section, it is therefore
omitted.

n
|φx (t, j)| ≤ max β(|(φx (0, 0), φe (0, 0))|, t + j),
o (16)
ψ(||ξ||∞ ) ,

4




where ψ(s) := α−1 ρ−1 1ε (̺(s) + κ1 σ 2 (s))
for s ≥ 0,

Asynchronous event-triggered implementation

When controller (4) is dynamic and both y and u are
transmitted over the network, the strategy proposed in
Section 3 may be difficult to implement as already mentioned. In this section, we design independent eventtriggering conditions for y and u, which leads to asynchronous event-triggered control, see Figure 2.

ρ(s) := min{ρ1 ( 2s ), κγθ 2s } for s ≥ 0, ρ1 ∈ K∞ , and
θ, ε ∈ (0, 1). Furthermore, the inter-transmission times
are lower bounded by the constant T .
✷

Theorem 1 shows that system (8), (15) satisfies an ISS
property, see [7], with respect to the external disturbance
w and the measurement noise d. It is worth mentioning
that the argument of the ISS gain ψ in (16) includes the
derivative of the measurement noises, ḋy , ḋu , because of
sampling, see (3), (4) and the definitions of the samplinginduced errors. Indeed, in this case the dynamics of the
sampling-induced errors between two transmission instants also depend on d˙y , d˙u . This type of results is common in the sampled-data control literature, see [33]. The
constants θ, ε can be arbitrarily chosen in (0,1). We notice that the tuning parameter κ may provide a tradeoff

4.1

Hybrid model

We respectively denote the sequences of transmissions
of y and of u by tyi , i ∈ Iy ⊆ Z≥0 , and tui , i ∈ Iu ⊆ Z≥0 .
At each transmission instant tyi , the current output measurement y is sent to the controller, and at each transmission instant tui , the control input u is broadcasted to
the actuators. These sequences of transmissions are defined by two independent triggering conditions, which
we design in the following.

6

dy

w
û

way, we obtain the impulsive model below
y

Plant

ẋp
ẋc
y
u
ŷ˙
x̂˙ c
û˙

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
ŷ(ty+
)
=
i
u+
x̂c (ti ) =
û(tu+
i ) =

du
u

Controller

Event-triggering
mechanism

xc

ŷ
Event-triggering
mechanism

Fig. 2. Asynchronous event-triggered control.

+

+

t ∈ [tui , tui+1 ]
t ∈ [tyi , tyi+1 ]
t ∈ [tyi , tyi+1 ]
t ∈ [tui , tui+1 ]
t ∈ [tui , tui+1 ]

(17)

where ŷ, x̂c respectively denote the last transmitted values of the plant output and of the controller state, which
are generated by zero-order-holds between two successive transmission instants. In agreement with Section 3,
we introduce two timers τy , τu ∈ R≥0 to describe the
time elapsed since the last transmissions of y and of u,
respectively, which have the following dynamics

To model the overall system like in Section 3, we need
to introduce the sampling-induced errors. We define
ey = ŷ − y as before but we no longer use eu = û − u.
Indeed, because of the feedthrough term in (4), when
ŷ is updated, u experiences a jump and so does eu .
Hence, an update of ŷ generates a jump of eu , which
does not necessarily correspond to an update on the
control input (since û and ŷ are in general not updated at the same time instants). To be more pre+
+
cise, let tyi , i ∈ Iy \Iu . We have eu (tyi ) = û(tyi ) −
+

fp (xp , û, w)
fc (xc , ŷ)
gp (xp , dy )
gc (x̂c , ŷ, du )
0
0
0
y(tyi )
xc (tui )
u(tui ),

τ̇y = 1
τ̇u = 1

t ∈ [tyi , tyi+1 ],

t ∈ [tui , tui+1 ],

τy (ty+
i )= 0
τu (tu+
i ) = 0.

(18)

+

u(tyi ) = û(tyi ) − gc (xc (tyi ), ŷ(tyi ), du (tiy )) = û(tyi ) −
gc (xc (tyi ), y(tyi ), du (tyi )) 6= û(tyi )−gc (xc (tyi ), ŷ(tyi ), du (tyi ))
in general. While it may be possible to handle these
jumps of eu in view of [24, 36], we prefer to work with
ec := x̂c − xc instead in this section to overcome this issue 1 , where x̂c denotes the sampled-version of xc . Note
that since xc is the controller state, it is reasonable to assume that this signal is available to the event-triggering
mechanism. The value of x̂c is kept constant between
two successive sampling instants of the control input
and is reset to the actual value of xc when the triggering
condition for the input is violated. At each sampling
instant tui , x̂c is updated to the current value of xc . As
a result, the sampling-induced ec only experiences a
jump when x̂c is updated to the current value of xc at
tui , which avoids the above mentioned issue. Hence, we
consider e := (ey , ec ) ∈ Rne with ne = ny + nc . Note
that the dimension of the vector of sampling errors e is
different from the one considered in Section 3.1. In that

Let q := (x, ey , ec , û, τy , τu ) ∈ Rnq , nq := nx + ne +
nu + 2. Note that the definition and the dimension of
q are different from those considered in Section 3.1. By
following similar lines as in Section 3.1, we obtain the
following hybrid model
q̇ = F (q, ξ)
q + ∈ G(q)

q ∈ Cy ∩ Cu

(19)

q ∈ Dy ∪ Du ,

where the flow map F (q, ξ) is given by


F (q, ξ) := f (q, ξ), gy (q, ξ), gc (q, ξ), 0, 1, 1 ,

(20)

where the vector of exogenous inputs ξ is defined
as ξ := (w, dy , dˆu , d˙y ) ∈ Rnξ with dˆu denotes the
value of du at the transmission instant tui . Because
of the change of the definition of the samplinginduced error ec , we obtain f (q, ξ) = fp (xp , gc (xc +

ec , gp (xp , dy ) + ey , dˆu ), w), fc (xc , gp (xp , dy ) + ey ) ,

gy (q, ξ) = − ∂x∂ p gp (xp , dy )fp xp , gc (xc + ec , gp (xp , dy ) +

ey , dˆu ), w − ∂d∂ y gp (xp , dy )d˙y and gc (q, ξ) = −fc (xc ,
gp (xp , dy ) + ey ). Note that the time derivative d˙u does
not appear in the dynamics gc of the sampling error ec

1

If the dynamic controller (4) does not involve a directfeedthrough term, i.e. the control input takes the form u =
gc (xc , du ), then we do not have this issue and eu can be
defined based on the control input u as in (6), see e.g. [5,18].
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(iii) for almost all e ∈ Rne and all (x, ξ) ∈ Rnx +nξ

contrary to Section 3. The jump map G is defined as
n
o

(x,
0,
e
,
û,
0,
τ
)

c
u



n
o



(x, ey , 0, u, τy , 0)
G(q) := n


(x, 0, ec , û, 0, τu ),


o



 (x, e , 0, u, τ , 0)
y

y

q ∈ Dy \Du
q ∈ Du \Dy

h∇Wy (ey ), gy (x, e, ξ)i ≤ Ly1 Wy (ey ) + Ly2 Wc (ec )
+Hy (x, ξ)

(21)

h∇Wc (ec ), gc (x, e, ξ)i ≤ Lu1 Wc (ec ) + Lu2 Wy (ey )
+Hc (x, ξ).

q ∈ Dy ∩ Du .

(24)

The sets Cy , Dy are defined according to the triggering
condition for the plant measurements and the sets Cu , Du
are constructed based on the triggering condition for the
control input, which are given below. Solutions to system
(19) flow on Cy ∩ Cu , which corresponds to the region of
the state space where both triggering conditions are not
satisfied. When only the triggering condition involving
the plant measurements or only the one involving the
control input is verified, i.e. q ∈ Dy \Du or q ∈ Du \Dy
respectively, the system experiences a jump according
to (21). When both triggering conditions are satisfied at
the same instant, i.e. q ∈ Dy ∩ Du , solutions experience
two successive jumps, in view of (21). This modeling
choice is justified by the fact that it ensures that the
jump map G is outer semicontinuous (see Definition 5.9
in [20]), as shown in [39], which is one of the hybrid basic
conditions (see Assumption 6.5 in [20]). This would not
be the case if we would define G(q) as {(x, 0, 0, 0, 0)}
when q ∈ Dy ∩ Du .
4.2

✷
The interpretation of item (ii) of Assumption 2 depends
on the function αs in a similar manner as we have explained after Assumption 1. We also impose item (iii) in
Assumption 2 on the growth of the sampling errors ey
and ec . These conditions are formulated in terms of an
LMI for linear systems in Section 5. We note that the
dynamics of the functions Wy and Wc depend on both
ey and ec , which indicates that a mutual interaction between the growth of the sampling induced errors might
exist, see Section 6 for an example.
4.3

To synthesize asynchronous event-triggering conditions,
we need to carefully handle the possible mutual effect of
each sampling-induced error on each other, which is reflected by (24). We propose to transmit the plant output
to the controller when the condition below is verified

Assumptions



We make the following assumption on system (19). In
contrast with Assumption 1, we need to introduce two
functions Wy and Wc for the sampling-induced errors,
and not a single one.

γy2 +

L2u2  2
Wy (ey ) ≥ δy (y) and τy ≥ Ty ,
κu

(25)

where γy , Lu2 , Wy , δy come from Assumption 2, κu is
any strictly positive constant (we explain how to tune
it in the sequel), and Ty > 0 is given below. We recall
that τy is one of the timers introduced in Section 4.1.
The stability analysis provided in the Appendix suggests
to define the event-triggering part of the mechanism as
in (25) and not by γy2 Wy2 (ey ) ≥ δy (y), which is another
substantial difference with the synchronous case. In view
of (25), two successive transmissions of y cannot occur
before Ty units of time have elapsed.

Assumption 2 There exist locally Lipschitz functions V : Rnx → R≥0 , Wy : Rny → R≥0 , Wc :
Rnc → R≥0 with Wy , Wc positive definite, continuous functions Hy , Hc : Rnx +nξ → R≥0 , real numbers
Ly1 , Ly2 , Lu1 , Lu2 ≥ 0, γy , γc > 0, η ≥ 0, α, α ∈ K∞ , a
continuous function αs : Rnx +nξ → R, and continuous,
functions δy : Rny → R≥0 , δc : Rnc → R≥0 such that
(i) for all x ∈ Rnx
α(|x|) ≤ V (x) ≤ α(|x|);

Event-triggering conditions

Similarly, we update the controller state x̂c and the control input û when the following triggering condition is
satisfied

(22)


L2y 
γc2 + 2 Wc2 (ec ) ≥ δc (xc ) and τu ≥ Tu ,
κy

(ii) for almost all x ∈ Rnx and all (e, ξ) ∈ Rne +nξ
h∇V (x), f (x, e, ξ)i ≤ −αs (x, ξ) − Hy2 (x, ξ)

(26)

where γc , Ly2 , Wc , δc come from Assumption 2, κy is any
strictly positive constant, and Tu > 0 is given below.
Note that (26) ensures that the inter-transmission times
of the controller state are lower bounded by Tu .

−Hc2 (x, ξ) − δy (y) − δc (xc )

+γy2 Wy2 (ey ) + γc2 Wc2 (ec );
(23)
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(0, Tu ). Suppose that Assumption 2 holds with αs (x, ξ) =
|z|p − η p |ξ|p , where p ∈ Z>0 and η ≥ 0. Then, system
(19) is Lp stable from ξ to z with an Lp gain less than or
equal to η.
✷

The constants Ty and Tu are selected such that
Ty < Ty (γy , Ly1 , Lu2 , κy ) and Tu < Tu (γc , Lu1 , Ly2 , κu ),
where

1


 Ly1 ry arctan(ry ) Γy > Ly1
Γy = L y 1
Ty (γy , Ly1 , Lu2 , κy ) := L1y
1


1

arctanh(ry ) Γy < Ly
Ly1 ry

4.5

1

The transmission laws developed in Section 4.3 can
be applied to the case where transmissions are timetriggered. For instance, asynchronous time-triggered
implementations directly follows from (28) by taking


1


 Lu1 ru arctan(ru ) Γu > Lu1
Γu = Lu1
Tu (γc , Lu1 , Ly2 , κu ) := L1u
1


1

arctanh(ru ) Γu < Lu
Lu1 ru

s



Γ

1

s

2

Cy = {q : τy ∈ [0, Ty ]},
Cu = {q : τu ∈ [0, Tu ]},

Dy = {q : τy ∈ [ǫy , Ty ]}
Du = {q : τu ∈ [ǫu , Tu ]},
(29)
where ǫy ∈ (0, Ty ], ǫu ∈ (0, Tu ] are introduced to prevent
Zeno behaviour, and Ty , Tu are strictly smaller than Ty ,
Tu defined in (27). When ǫy = Ty and ǫu = Tu , the sets
in (28) lead to periodic and asynchronous transmissions
of the output measurement and of the control input,
respectively. Then the conclusion of Theorem 3 holds,
by following similar lines as in the proof of Theorem 3,
when Assumption 2 is verified. Note that in the case of
time-triggered control, the functions δy , δc in (23) are
not needed and thus Assumption 2 can be relaxed.

(27)



2

y
Γu
with ry :=
− 1 , ru :=
− 1 , Γy :=
Ly1
Lu1
r
r




L2
L2
(1 + κy ) γy2 + κuu2 , Γu :=
(1 + κu ) γc2 + κyy2 .

The constants κy and κu offer a trade-off between Ty
and Tu (we omit the arguments of Ty and Tu in the sequel for the sake of convenience). Indeed, reducing κy
generates a decrease of Γy , and therefore an increase of
Ty . On the other hand, this also leads to an increase of
Γu and thus a decrease of Tu . The selection of the pair
(κy , κu ) seems to be non-trivial and is out of the scope
of this paper, noting that these constants also appear in
the event-triggering conditions in view of (25) and (26).

Remark 2 The time-triggered implementation of the
case where the output measurement and the control input
are transmitted synchronously can be realized in a similar way by modifying the flow and the jump sets in (15)
to be C = {q : τ ∈ [0, T ]} and D = {q : τ ∈ [ǫ, T ]}, where
ǫ ∈ (0, T ] and T is upper bounded by T defined in (14). ✷

The flow and the jump sets in (19) are now given by
n
Cy := q
n
Cu := q
n
Dy := q
n
Du := q


: γy2 +

: γc2 +

: γy2 +

: γc2 +



o

L2u2
2
κu Wy (ey ) ≤ δy (y) or τy ∈ [0, Ty ]
o
2 
Ly2
2
κy Wc (ec ) ≤ δc (xc ) or τu ∈ [0, Tu ]
o

L2u2
2
κu Wy (ey ) ≥ δy (y) and τy ≥ Ty
L2y2
κy

5

o

Wc2 (ec ) ≥ δc (xc ) and τu ≥ Tu .

Case study: linear time-invariant systems

We apply the results to LTI systems. Due to space
constraints, we focus on L2 stabilization under asynchronous transmissions. The results for the cases of
synchronous implementation and ISS stabilization similarly follows. Consider the LTI plant model

(28)
We note that both ŷ and x̂c may be updated at the same
time instant, which prevents the existence of a dwelltime for the overall system (19), like in other works on
asynchronous event-triggered control, see [18], [42].
4.4

Time-triggered control

ẋp = Ap xp + Bp u + Ep w,

Lp Stability

y = Cp xp + dy ,

(30)

where xp ∈ Rnp , u ∈ Rnu , w ∈ Rnw , y ∈ Rny , dy ∈
Rny and Ap , Bp , Ep , Cp are matrices of appropriate dimensions, with (Ap , Bp ) stabilizable and (Ap , Cp ) detectable;. The plant is stabilized by the following feedback law in the absence of exogenous inputs

Due to space limitations, we only focus in this section
on Lp stability; similar results can be derived to ensure
an ISS property like in Section 3.4. The following theorem ensures an Lp stability property for the closed-loop
system (19) under the event-triggering mechanism (28).
The arguments of Ty , Tu are omitted in the sequel for
convenience.

ẋc = Ac xc + Bc y

u = Cc xc + Dc y + du ,

(31)

where xc ∈ Rnc , du ∈ Rnu , and Ac , Bc , Cc , Dc are matrices of appropriate dimensions. We then take into account the sampling as in Section 3.1. We obtain the hy-

Theorem 3 Consider system (19) with the flow and the
jump sets in (28) and the output z = h(x, ξ), where the
constants Ty , Tu are such that Ty ∈ (0, Ty ) and Tu ∈
9









E1T P

Σ

⋆

⋆

⋆

B1T P

−µy Iny

⋆

⋆

MT1 P

0

+εy DyT Cy +DzT Cz +λ2y E2T A2 +λ2u E3T A3

0

−µu Inc
0



⋆
DzT Dz +λ2y E2T E2 +λ2u E3T E3 +εy DyT Dy −ϑInξ

Σ := AT1 P + P A1 + CzT Cz + λ2y AT2 A2 + λ2u AT3 A3 + εy CyT Cy + εc CuT Cu
Cy := (Cp , 0),

Cu := (0, Cc ),




<0



Dy := (0, 1, 0, 0).

(34)
Proposition 1 provides a systematic way to verify the required conditions in Theorem 3. Note that, since the lefthand side of (34) is a symmetric real matrix, a necessary
condition to guarantee the feasibility of LMI (34) is that
DzT Dz + λ2y E2T E2 + λ2u E3T E3 + εy DyT Dy − ϑInξ ≤ 0. This
condition can be always verified by selecting λy , λu , εy
sufficiently small and by taking ϑ sufficiently
large. How√
√
µ
µ
ever, when λy , λu are small, γy = λyy and γc = λuu
become large, which leads to a smaller upper bound on
the MATI, see (14). Moreover, when εy is small and γy


L2
increases, the event-triggering rule γy2 + κuu2 Wy2 (ey ) ≤

brid model below (recall that q = (x, ey , ec , û, τy , τu ))



A1 x + B1 ey + M1 ec + E1 ξ


 A2 x + B2 ey + M2 ec + E2 ξ 




A3 x + B3 ey + E3 ξ
 q ∈ Cy ∩ Cu
q̇ = 


0





1

1
q + ∈ G(q)
q ∈ Dy ∪ Du ,
(32)



εy |y|2 may be quickly violated, which would lead to
smaller inter-transmission times for the plant output.
Hence, λy , λu , εy can be used as tuning parameters to
make a tradeoff between the estimated L2 gain η on one
side and the MATI and the amount of transmissions generated by the event-triggering mechanism on the other
side.

Ap + Bp Dc Cp Bp Cc
,
A1 := 
Bc Cp
Ac






Bp Dc
Ep Bp Dc Bp 0
Bp Cc
, E1 := 
, M1 := 
,
B1 := 
Bc
0
0
Bc
0 0
i
h
B2 := −Cp Bp Dc ,
A2 := −Cp Ap + Bp Dc Cp Bp Cc ,
h
i
M2 := −Cp Bp Cc ,
E2 := −Cp Ep −Cp Bp Dc −Cp Bp −1 ,
i
h
i
h
A3 := −Bc Cp −Ac , B3 := −Bc , E3 := 0 −Bc 0 0 . We

with G(q) defined in (21),

consider the following controlled output
z = Cz x + Dz ξ,

Remark 3 In the absence of sampling, condition (34)
reduces to the existence of a real matrix P = P T > 0 and
a scalar ϑ∗ > 0 such that

(33)

where Cz , Dz are matrices of appropriate dimensions.
The proposition below states that the satisfaction of
a linear matrix inequality ensures that Assumption 2
holds, which in turn implies that the conclusions of Theorem 3 hold. We use boldface symbols in the LMI to
emphasize the decision variables.

AT1 P + P A1 + CzT Cz
E1T P + DzT Cz

Proposition 1 Consider system (32). Suppose that
there exist εy , εc , µy , µu , λy , λu , ϑ > 0 and a positive definite symmetric real matrix P such that (34) holds. Take
V (x) = xT P x, Wy (ey ) = λy |ey | and Wc (ec ) = λu |ec |,
for all x ∈ Rnx , (ey , ec ) ∈ Rne . Then Assumption
2 holds with α(s) = λmin (P )s√2 , α(s) = λmax (P )s2 ,
αs (x, ξ) = |z|2 −η 2 |ξ|2 with η = ϑ for s ≥ 0, Hy (x, ξ) =
λy |A2 x+E2 ξ|, Hc (x, ξ) = λu |A3 x+E3 ξ|, δy (y) = εy |y|2 ,
λ
δc (xc ) = εc |xc |2 , Ly1 = |B2 |, Ly2 = λuy |M2 |, Lu1 = 0,
Lu2 =

λu
λy |B3 |,

γy =

√

µy
λy ,

γc =

√
µu
λu .

⋆
DzT Dz − ϑ∗ Inξ

!

< 0, (35)

√
where η ∗ = ϑ∗ is an estimate of the L2 gain in the absence of a network. Note that LMI (35) is equivalent to the
standard L2 gain/H∞ LMI for LTI systems, see Corollary 2.19 and Proposition 2.24 in [40], which is always
feasible when system (30) is stabilizable and detectable as
assumed here. The feasibility of LMI (35) implies that, by
applying the Schur complement, LMI (34) is feasible for
λy , λu , εy , εc sufficiently small and for µy , µu sufficiently
large.
✷

✷
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A1 :=

"

A

BK

M C A − M C + BK

#

,

B1 :=

"

0

M

#

h
i
A2 := −M C −(A − M C + BK) , B2 := −M,
6
6.1

, M1 :=

"
#
BK
BK

, E1 :=

"

E B
0 B

#

, ψ(y, ey ) :=

h
i
M2 := −BK, E2 := 0 −B

"

φ(y + e) − φ(y)
0

#

(41)

as explained in Section 4, we define the network-induced
error as e = (ey , ec ) with ey = ŷ−y, ec = x̂c −xc , and the
vector of exogenous inputs ξ is defined as ξ = (w, du ).
Then, we obtain

Illustrative example
Model of a single-link robot arm

Consider the dynamics of a single-link robot arm
ẋp1 = xp2 ,
y

= xp1 ,

ẋp2 = − sin(xp1 ) + u + w,

ẋ = A1 x + B1 ey + M1 ec + E1 ξ + ψ(y, ey ) = f (q, ξ)
ėy = −xp2
= gy (q, ξ)
ėc = A2 x + B2 ey + M2 ec + E2 ξ
= gc (q, ξ)
(39)
with the system matrices and ψ as defined in (41).

(36)

where xp1 denotes the angle, xp2 the rotational velocity,
u the input torque and w is the external disturbance. We
ignore measurement noises to simplify the presentation
only. The system can be written as
ẋp = Axp + Bu − φ(y) + Ew

y = Cxp ,

Now we verify that Assumption 2 holds to apply the
result of Theorem 4.4. Let Wy (ey ) := λy |ey | and
Wc (ec ) := λu |ec | for all e ∈ Rne and λy , λu > 0. Consequently, for almost all e ∈ Rne and all x ∈ Rnx ,
h∇Wy (ey ), gy (q, ξ)i ≤ λy |xp2 | and h∇Wc (ec ), gc (q, ξ)i ≤
λu |A2 x + E2 ξ| + λu |B2 ||ey | + λu |M2 ||ec |. Hence, condition (24) holds with Hy (x, ξ) = λy |xp2 |, Ly1 = Ly2 = 0,
Hc (x, ξ) = λu |A2 x + E2 ξ|, Lu1 = |M2 | and Lu2 =
λu
T
λy |B2 |. Let V (x) = x P x, where P is a real positive
definite symmetric matrix such that AT1 P + P A1 = −Q
and Q is a real positive definite and symmetric matrix.
For all (x, e) ∈ Rnx +ne ,

(37)

h i
h i
0
01
where xp := (xp1 , xp2 ), A = 0 0 , B = 1 , C =


h iT
h i
0
1
0
,
E
=
,
φ(y)
=
0
1 . In order to stabilize syssin(y)

tem (37), we first construct a state feedback controller
of the form u = Kxp + B T φ(y)+ du , where du ∈ R is the
noise on the control input. We design the gain K such
that the eigenvalues of A + BK are −1 and −2 (which
is possible since the pair (A, B) is controllable). Hence,
the gain K is selected to be K = [−2 − 3]. Next, since
only the measurement of y is available, we construct a
state-observer of the following form
ẋc = Axc + Bu − φ(y) + M (y − Cxc )

= (A − M C)xc + Bu − φ(y) + M y,

h∇V (x), f (x, e, ξ)i ≤ −λmin (Q)|x|2 + 2|P B1 ||x||ey |
+2|P M1 ||x||ec | + 2|P E1 ||x||ξ|
+2|P ||x||ψ(y, ey )|.
(42)
We have that |ψ(y, ey )| = |φ(y + ey ) − φ(y)| = | sin(y +
ey ) − sin(y)| ≤ |ey |. By using the fact that 2(|P B1 | +
|)2
|ey |2 , 2|P M1 ||x||ec | ≤
|P |)|x||ey | ≤ ν1 |x|2 + (|P B1ν|+|P
1

(38)

where xc ∈ R2 is the estimated state and M is the observer gain matrix. We design the gain matrix M such
that the eigenvalues of A − M C are −5 and −6 (which
is possible since the pair (A, C) is observable), which
leads to M = [11 30]T . We now take into account the
effect of the network and we study the two implementation scenarios. We focus on the L2 stability. We consider the measured output y as the controlled output,
i.e. z = y = xp1 .

2

2

1|
ν2 |x|2 + |P M
|ec |2 , 2|P E1 ||x||ξ| ≤ ν3 |x|2 + |PνE31 | |ξ|2 ,
ν2
|z| ≤ |x|, |xc | ≤ |x|, and by adding and subtracting the
terms |x|2 + εc |x|2 , it holds that, for εy , εc ≥ 0

h∇V (x), f (q, ξ)i ≤ −α|x|2 − |z|2 − εy |y|2 − εc |xc |2
2

6.2

|)
|ey |2 +
+ (|P B1ν|+|P
1

Verification of Assumption 2

2

+ |PνE31 | |ξ|2 ,

|P M1 |2
|ec |2
ν2

(43)
where α := λmin (Q)−ν1 −ν2 −ν3 −εy −εc −1. By adding
and subtracting Hy2 (x, ξ) = λ2y |xp2 |2 and Hc2 (x, ξ) =

We consider here the scenario where the output measurement and the controller state are asynchronously sampled by using two different triggering conditions. Hence,
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λ2u |A2 x + E2 ξ|2 ≤ 2λ2u |A2 |2 |x|2 + 2λ2u |E2 |2 |ξ|2 , we obtain

controllers, that is with (29) and Ty = 5.6 × 10−3 and
Tu = 3.6 × 10−4 . We have noticed that the state trajectories are almost identical to those in Figure 3 and
cannot be distinguished. However, as shown in Table 1,
event-triggered controllers leads to reducing the average
amount of transmissions by 33% for the output measurement and by 95% for the control input, which shows the
advantage of the proposed event-triggering mechanism.
Finally, the tradeoff curves between the L2 gain η and
Ty and Tu are presented in Figures 5, 6, respectively. We
observe that smaller values of η lead to smaller lower
bound Ty , Tu on the inter-transmission times and vice
versa.

h∇V (x), f (q, ξ)i ≤ −α|x|2 − |z|2 − Hy2 (x, ξ) − Hc2 (x, ξ)
−εy |y|2 − εc |xc |2 + γy2 Wy2 (ey )
+γc2 Wc2 (ec ) + η 2 |ξ|2 ,
(44)
where α := λmin (Q) − ν1 − ν2 − ν3 − εq
y − εc − 1 −
q
2
|)2
1|
2λ2y − 2λ2u |A2 |2 , γy = (|P Bν11|+|P
, γc = |PνM
and
2
λ2y
2 λu
q
2
η = ( |PνE31 | + 2λ2u |E2 |2 ). Thus, by taking Q such that
λmin (Q) > ν1 + ν2 + ν3 + εy + εc + 1 + 2λ2y + 2λ2u |A2 |2 ,
which ensures that α > 0, condition (23) is verified with
δy (y) = εy |y|2 , δc (xc ) = εc |xc |2 and an L2 gain less than
or equal to η.

Magnitude

40

To set the design parameters κy , κu , ν1 , ν2 , ν3 , εy , εc , λy ,
and λu , we use the MATLAB fmincon optimizer to minimize γy + γc + η such that these parameters are strictly
positive. We obtain κy = κu = 0.01, ν1 = ν2 = ν3 =
1, εy = εc = 1, λy = 1, and λu = 0.01, which yield
Lu1 = 0.0361, Lu2 = 0.3195, γy = 278.2691, γc = 4305.8
and L2 gain η = 19.3746. By substituting in (27), we
obtain Ty = 5.62 × 10−3 and Tu = 3.63 × 10−4 .
6.3

xp
xc

20
0
-20
-40
0

2

4

6

8

10

Time[s]

Fig. 3. State trajectories of the plant and the controller with
event-triggering mechanism (28).

Simulation results

We take Ty = 5.6 × 10−3 and Tu = 3.6 × 10−4 and we
consider the random disturbance w satisfies |w(t)| ≤ 0.1
and the noise on the control input du (t) = 0.1 sin(50t)
for any t ≥ 0. We have run simulations for 100 randomly
distributed initial conditions such that |x(0, 0)| ≤ 100,
ey (0, 0) = 0, ec (0, 0) = (0, 0), and (τy (0, 0), τu (0, 0)) =
(0, 0) for 10 s. The obtained minimum and the average
inter-transmission times, respectively denoted by τmin
and τavg , are give in Table 1.

dwell-time
plant output y

5.6 × 10

−3

τmin
5.6 × 10

−4

0

1

2

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Transmission instants tyi

tyi+1 − tyi

0.06
0.04
0.02

Tu

8.4 × 10

−3

Transmission instants tu
i

control input u
3.6 × 10
3.6 × 10
67 × 10
Table 1
Minimum and average inter-transmission times for the output measurement and the control input.
−4

0.02

0.08

τavg
−3

0.04

Ty

u
tu
i+1 − ti

Guaranteed

0.06

−4

Fig. 4. Inter-transmission times for the plant output (upper
plot) and for the controller state (lower plot).

The generated inter-transmission times with the initial
condition of the state x(0, 0) = (10, −10, −10, 10) are
shown in Figure 4. We note that the enforced constant
times Ty , Tu (represented by the constant lines) act as
lower bounds on the inter-transmission times which justify the proposed triggering mechanism. The state trajectories of the plant and of the controller are shown in
Figure 3 where we notice that the states asymptotically
converge to a neighborhood of the origin as expected. We
have compared the results with periodic time-triggered

L2 gain η

25

20

15
0

1

2

3

4

Ty

5

6

7
×10-3

Fig. 5. Tradeoff curve between the L2 gain η and Ty .
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Proof of Theorem 1. We first introduce ζ : R≥0 → R
the solution to the following differential equation

L2 gain η

30

25

ζ̇ = −2Lζ − (1 + κ)γ(ζ 2 + 1)

20
0

1

2

3

4

Tu

5

6

7

(45)

where θ ∈ (0, 1) and κ > 0. We denote Te (θ, κ, γ, L)
the time it takes for ζ to decrease from θ−1 to θ. This
time Te (θ, κ, γ, L) is a continuous function of θ, κ which
is decreasing in θ, κ. On the other hand, we note that
Te (θ, γ, κ, L) → T (κ, γ, L) (where T (κ, γ, L) is defined
in (14)) as θ tends to 0, see Lemma 1 in [16]. As a consequence, since T < T (κ, γ, L), there exists θ such that
T < Te (θ, κ, γ, L). We fix the value of θ.

8
×10-4

Fig. 6. Tradeoff curve between the L2 gain η and Tu .
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ζ(0) = θ−1 ,

Conclusion

We have investigated robust stabilization of nonlinear
systems using output feedback event-triggered controllers with both synchronous and asynchronous communications. The proposed techniques ensure ISS and
Lp stability properties for the closed-loop system and
we enforce uniform strictly positive lower bounds on the
inter-transmissions times. The approach is applied to
LTI systems as a particular case and has been illustrated
on a physical nonlinear example.

We define for all q ∈ C ∪ D, R(q) := V (x) +
max{0, γζ(τ )W 2 (e)}.

Let q ∈ D and G(q) := (x, 0, 0). We obtain, in view of
(8) and the fact that W is positive definite,
R(G(q)) = V (x) + max{0, γζ(0)W 2 (0)}
= V (x) ≤ R(q).

The results presented in this paper have many natural
extensions. For instance, the flexibility of the proposed
mechanism can be enhanced by jointly designing the
feedback law and the event-triggering condition in the
case of linear systems like in [3], as opposed to the emulation approach. On the other hand, we believe that the
proposed techniques can be adapted for the distributed
event-triggered control of nonlinear systems. In this context, Zeno phenomenon is also a major issue and we expect that triggering laws similar to the ones presented
in this paper could be synthesized to handle this issue.

(46)

Let q ∈ C and ξ ∈ Rnξ and suppose that ζ(τ ) < 0. As
a consequence, R(q) = V (x) and it holds that τ > T .
Indeed, ζ(τ ) is strictly decreasing in τ , in view of (45),
and ζ(T ) > ζ(Te ) = θ > 0 as T < Te . Then ζ(τ ) < 0
implies that τ > T . Hence, γ 2 W 2 (e) ≤ δ(y) in view
of (15) since q ∈ C. Consequently, in view of page 100
in [43], Lemma 1, Assumption 1 and the definition of
R, R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) ≤ −α(|x|) + ̺(|ξ|), where F (q, ξ) :=
(f (x, e, ξ), g(x, e, ξ), 1). Hence, in view of (10) and since
α ∈ K∞ , there exists ρ1 ∈ K∞ such that

Appendix

R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) ≤ −ρ1 (R(q)) + ̺(|ξ|).

(47)

When ζ(τ ) > 0, we have that

We first present some definitions and results that we use
in the proofs of our main results. Since we consider locally Lipschitz Lyapunov functions (that are not necessarily differentiable everywhere), we use the generalized
directional derivative of Clarke which is defined as follows. For a locally Lipschitz function U : Rn → R and
a vector υ ∈ Rn , U ◦ (x; υ) := lim suph→0+ , y→x (U (y +
hυ)−U (y))/h. For a continuously differentiable function
U , U ◦ (x; υ) reduces to the standard directional derivative. We will define Lyapunov functions as the maximum
of two locally Lipschitz functions and we will invoke the
following result, see Lemma II.1 in [29].

R(q) = V (x) + γζ(τ )W 2 (e).

(48)

As above, in view of page 100 in [43], Lemma 1, item (ii)
of Assumption 1 and (45),
R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) = h∇V (x), f (x, e, ξ)i + γ ζ̇(τ )W 2 (e)
+2γζ(τ )W (e)h∇W (e), g(x, e, ξ)i

≤ −α(|x|) − H 2 (x) − δ(y) + γ 2 W 2 (e) + ̺(|ξ|)


+2γζ(τ )W (e) LW (e) + H(x) + σ(|ξ|)

Lemma 1 Consider two functions u1 : Rn → R and
u2 : Rn → R that have well-defined Clarke derivatives
for all x ∈ Rn and υ ∈ Rn . Introduce three sets A :=
{x : u1 (x) > u2 (x)}, B := {x : u1 (x) < u2 (x)}, Γ :=
{x : u1 (x) = u2 (x)}. Then, for any υ ∈ Rn , the function
U (x) := max{u1 (x), u2 (x)} satisfies U ◦ (x; υ) = u◦1 (x; υ)
for all x ∈ A, U ◦ (x; υ) = u◦2 (x; υ) for all x ∈ B and
U ◦ (x; υ) ≤ max{u◦1 (x; υ), u◦2 (x; υ)} for all x ∈ Γ.
✷

+γW 2 (e)(−2Lζ − (1 + κ)γ(ζ 2 (τ ) + 1))

≤ −α(|x|) − H 2 (x) − δ(y) − κγ 2 W 2 (e)
+̺(|ξ|) − (1 + κ)γ 2 ζ 2 (τ )W 2 (e)

+2γζ(τ )W (e)H(x) + 2γζ(τ )W (e)σ(|ξ|).
(49)
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By using the fact that 2γζ(τ )W (e)H(x) ≤ H 2 (x) +
γ 2 ζ 2 (τ )W 2 (e), 2γζ(τ )W (e)σ(|ξ|) ≤ κ1 σ 2 (|ξ|) + κγ 2 ×
ζ 2 (τ )W 2 (e) and since δ(y) ≥ 0, we deduce that
R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) ≤ −α(|x|) − κγ 2 W 2 (e) + χ(|ξ|), where
χ := ̺+ κ1 σ 2 . By using the same argument as in (47) and
since ζ(τ ) ≤ θ−1 for all τ ≥ 0 in view of (45), we derive
that R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) ≤ −ρ1 (V (x)) − ρ2 (γζ(τ )W 2 (e)) +
χ(|ξ|), where ρ2 : s 7→ κγθs ∈ K∞ . We deduce that
there exists ρ ∈ K∞ such that
R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) ≤ −ρ(R(q)) + χ(|ξ|),

Proof of Theorem 3. Let ζy , ζu : R≥0 → R be the
solutions to the following differential equations
ζ̇y = −2Ly1 ζy − (1 + κy )λ̄y (ζy2 + 1),

ζ̇u = −2Lu1 ζu − (1 + κu )λ̄u (ζu2 + 1),

ζu (0) = θu−1 ,
(53)
q
1
:=
(1+κu ) ×

r


L2u2
1
2
where λ̄y :=
(1+κy ) γy + κu , λ̄u
r

L2
γc2 + κyy2 for κy , κu > 0, and θy , θu ∈ (0, 1). We

(50)

respectively denote Tey and Tec (we dropped the arguments for notational convenience) as the times it takes
for ζy , ζu to decrease from θy−1 , θu−1 to θy , θu . By using
similar arguments as in (45), we conclude that there exist θy , θu > 0 such that Ty < Tey and Tu < Tec and we fix
their values.

where ρ(s) := min{ρ1 ( 2s ), ρ2 ( 2s )} for s ≥ 0.
When ζ(τ ) = 0, we obtain, in view of (47), (50) and
Lemma 1
R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) ≤ −ρ(R(q)) + χ(|ξ|).

ζy (0) = θy−1

Let C := Cy ∩ Cu and D := Dy ∪ Du . We define for all
q ∈ C ∪ D (recall that q = (x, ey , ec , û, τy , τu )), R(q) :=
V (x)+max{0, λ̄y ζy (τy )Wy2 (ey )}+max{0, λ̄u ζu (τu )Wc2 (ec )}.

(51)

Hence, (51) is satisfied in all cases.
By following lines as in (46), we deduce that for all q ∈ D,
R(G(q)) ≤ R(q).

Let (φ, ξ) be a solution pair to (8), (15) with φ :=
(φx , φe , φτ ), input ξ ∈ L∞ and dom φ = dom ξ. In view
of (51) and page 99 in [43], for any ε ∈ (0, 1), Ṙ(φ(t, j)) ≤
R◦ (φ(t, j); F (φ(t, j), ξ(t, j))) ≤ −(1 − ε)ρ(R(φ(t, j))) −
ερ(R(φ(t, j))) + χ(|ξ(t, j)|) for all j and for almost all
t ∈ I j where I j = {t : (t, j) ∈ dom φ}. As a consequence,
using (46) and (51) and by following similar lines as in
the end of the proof of Theorem 1 in [35], we deduce that
for any (t, j) ∈ dom φ
n
R(φ(t, j)) ≤ max β̄(R(φ(0, 0)), 0.5t + 0.5T j),
o
ρ−1 ( 1ε χ(||ξ||∞ )) ,

Let q ∈ C. We distinguish five cases in the following.
(i) ζy (τy ) < 0 and ζu (τu ) < 0. In view of the definition of R, we obtain R(q) = V (x) and by using
similar arguments as in (47), it holds that τy > Ty
and τu > Tu . Hence, in view of (28) and since



L2
q ∈ C, γy2 + κuu2 Wy2 (ey ) ≤ δy (y) and γc2 +

L2y2
2
κy Wc (ec ) ≤ δc (xc ). Consequently, in view of
Assumption 2, R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) = h∇V (x), f (x, e)i ≤
−|z|p −Hy2 (x, ξ)−Hc2 (x, ξ)+η p |ξ|p ≤ −|z|p +η p |ξ|p .

(52)

(ii) ζy (τy ) > 0 and ζu (τu ) < 0. In this case R(q) =
V (x) + λ̄y ζy (τy )Wy2 (ey ). In view of Lemma 1, Assumption 2 and (53), we obtain R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) =
h∇V (x), f (x, e, ξ)i + λ̄y ζ̇y (τy )Wy2 (ey ) + 2λ̄y ζy (τy )×
Wy (ey )h∇Wy (ey ), gy (x, e, ξ)i which leads to

for some β̄ ∈ KL. On the other hand, in view of Assumption 1 and since W is continuous (since it is locally
Lipschitz) and positive definite, there exists αW ∈ K∞
such that W (e) ≤ αW (|e|) for all e ∈ Rne by following similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4.3
in [26]. As a result, in view of Assumption 1, (45) and
the definition of R, it holds that, for all q ∈ C ∪ D,
R(q) ≤ V (x) + γθ W 2 (e) ≤ α(|x|) + γθ αW (|e|) =:
αR (|(x, e)|), where αR : s 7→ α(s) + γθ αW (s) ∈
K∞ . As a result, n
in view of (52), we deduce that
R(φ(t, j)) ≤ max β̄(αR (|(φx (0, 0), φe (0, 0))|), 0.5t +
o
0.5T j), ρ−1( 1ε χ(||ξ||∞ )) . Consequently, in view of

R◦ (q; F (q, ξ)) ≤ −|z|p − Hy2 (x, ξ) − Hc2 (x, ξ)

−δy (y) − δc (xc ) + γy2 Wy2 (ey )

+γc2 Wc2 (ec ) + η p |ξ|p

−(1 + κy )λ̄2y ζy2 (τy )Wy2 (ey )

−(1 + κy )λ̄2y Wy2 (ey )

+2λ̄y ζy (τy )Wy (ey )Ly2 Wc (ec )

(10), |φx (t, j)| ≤ α−1 (R(φ(t, j))) and thus (16) holds
−1
with β : (s
 1 , s2 ) 7→ α (β̄(αR (s1 ), s2 )) ∈ KL,
1 −1
−1
ρ (χ(s)) for s ≥ 0.
✷
ψ(s) = ε α

+2λ̄y ζy (τy )Wy (ey )Hy (x, ξ).
(54)
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M1 ec + E1 ξi ≤ −|z|2 − Hy2 (x, ξ) − Hc2 (x, ξ) − εy |y|2 −
µ
εc |xc |2 + λ2y Wy2 (ey ) + λµ2u Wc2 (ec ) + ϑ|ξ|2 . As a result,

Using the fact that 2λ̄y ζy (τy )Wy Ly2 Wc (ec ) ≤
L2y2

κy λ̄2y ζy2 (τy )Wy2 (ey ) + κy Wc2 (ec ) and 2λ̄y ζy (τy )×
Wy (ey )Hy (x, ξ) ≤ λ̄2y ζy2 (τy )Wy2 (ey ) + Hy2 (x, ξ)

y

L2

and (γc2 + κyy2 )Wc2 (ec ) ≤ δc (xc ) since q ∈ C and
ζu (τu ) < 0, we have that (recall that (1 + κy )λ̄2y =
γy2 +

L2u2
κu
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